Indie Photobook Library
Selections presented at the Flash Forward Festival, Toronto, October 6-10, 2010.

10 -10 years of in-public, with many contributing photographers

38 Very Small Observations, Kevin J. Miyazaki

574 Views of Johnstown, Ed Panar

A Body Of Work, Peter Collie

A CLAW To Remember, Billy Hunt

A Cuppa Joe, Justin Wheeler

a l’ombre de Chatila, Tarek Charara

A Series of Disappointments, Stephen Gill

A Specter from the Land of If, Outlandish Photography

Acdcnyc, Nemanja Knezevic

After Ascension and Decent, Charles Grogg

Alpine Star, Ron Jude

Amber Thieves, Thomas Lobenwein

America Now, with many contributing photographers

American Holidays, Julia Gillard

American Palimpsests-This Was What There Was, Stacy Arezou Mehrfar

An Alternate Possibility, Sita Bhattacharji

Anonymous Origami, Stephen Gill

Any Fool Can Take A Picture With A Camera Like That, Chad Muthard

Archaeology in Reverse, Stephen Gill

Architecture, Paul Freeman
Avantgarb{age}, The Art in Wearing Trash, Caitlin Margaret Kelly

Banned in DC, with many contributing photographers

Bath, Carlos Loret de Mola

Beat beat beat, Martina Maffini and Veronica Mengoli

Bedknobs and Broomsticks, Trent Parke

Before Things Change, Seth Fluker

Berlin-In From the Cold, Brian Rose

Between here and nowhere, Clay Lipsky

Black Scabbard Research Centre, Pedro Ramos

Black Sea of Concrete, Rafal Milach

Bonesetter’s Daughter, The Opera, John F Martin and Terrence McCarthy

Bosque Piedra, Pablo Hare

Box of Ice Boxes, Cynthia Connolly

Bubble Gum Girl, Miguel Angel Munoz Pellicer

Can You Hear Me Now? Zine 4, Allison V. Smith

Capturing the Light, Lewis Kemper

Carretera Central, Pablo Hare

Chocolate, Tina Rupp

Circulacion, with many contributing photographers

CLINIC, with many contributing photographers

Coco Foto Surf, Connie Aramaki

Color Dying Light, Sam Falls
Coming Up For Air, Stephen Gill

Connections Across A Human Planet, Photojournale, with many contributing photographers

Consequential Landscapes Vol. I, Andrew Kennedy

Consequential Landscapes Vol. II, Andrew Kennedy

Continental Bounce, Magda Biernat

Deathcamp, RJ Shaughnessy

Dennis Kleiman Photography Volume One, Dennis Kleiman

Depressive Landscapes, Armando Ribeiro

Desert Days, Matt Austin

DIVE, Marco Onofri

Don’t Die, Justin James Reed

Down These Mean Streets, Will Steacy

East eats west eats east us thing, David Tin Mouth

Eastward Bound, Marco van Duyvendijk

Empty LA, Matt Logue

Ertussenuit met Sjoerd Knibbeler, Sjoerd Knibbeler

F Ampersand, Duwayno Robertson

Fake Tales of America, Mathieu Lambert

Familiar Strangers, Josephine Dvorken

Family Spaces/Silverlens Catalogue 22, Stella Kalaw

Farewell in Labrador, Kurt Tong
First, Jay Comes, Takashi Homma

Five Assignments, Anthony Dunn

Fiume/ River, Guido Guidi

Freedom Isn’t Easy, Matt Austin

Geisha, Satomi Kato

Get Off My Lawn, with many contributing photographers

Getting To Know My Husbands Cock, Ellen Jong

Girls: Fact and Fiction, Deborah Hamon

Grandpa Danny, Chester Alamo & Costello

Grazed NYC, Ute Huber-Leierer

Hackney Flowers, Stephen Gill

Hackney Wick, Stephen Gill

Happy, No Happy and the Art of Eight Limbs, Lung S Liu

Head, Lee Gillies

How Terry Likes His Coffee, Florian van Roekel

i sell fish., Joshua Deaner

I Want You Magazine- Issue 1, with many contributing photographers

I Want You Magazine- Issue 2, with many contributing photographers

I Want You Magazine- Issue 3, with many contributing photographers

I Want You Magazine- Issue 4, with many contributing photographers

If You Are Lucky, You Get Old, Freya Najade

Imagined Wilderness, Maegan Hill-Carroll
In Case in Rains in Heaven, Kurt Tong

Interior Relations, Ian Van Coller

Intransition, Yoav Horesh

Invisible, Stephen Gill

Jason Joseph Photography Portfolio, Joseph Jason

KiDs, Ani Sarpe

Kitintale, Yann Gross

Knock on Wood- The Stances and Dances of Joel Lipovetsky, Joel Lipovetsky

Lacuna, Sonja Thomsen

Lay Flat 01: Remain in Light, with many contributing photographers

Lay Flat 02: Meta, with many contributing photographers

Lengths and Breaths, Cynthia Connolly

Life Is A Series of Small Moments, Elizabeth Fleming (both MagCloud and Blurb versions)

Lost Boy Mountain, Lester B. Morrison

Lost in Learning, The Art of Discovery, Eva Koleva Timothy

Love and Rivalry, Anastasia Cazabon

low land- high hills, Andrea Stultiens

Mauerreste, Squale

Memories, Miroir Noir, Yann Orhan

Memories from the Kitchen, Leann Bennett

Michael Creagh Editorial Stories, Michael Creagh

Moldova, Mark Nozeman
Monochromia Botanica, Benny Asrul
Moscow Plastic Arts, Nick Muellner
Muddy Treads, Peter Sutherland
Music Life Style, Humphrey Photographer
My Brother’s War, Jessica Hines
New Breed, Ofer Wolberger
New York, Day and Night 1955-1985, Larry Siegel
NY low and high, Marco Onofri
October 6th, 2007, Charles Benton
Of Cats and Fish, Jon Phillip Sheridan
offSET, Lacey Terrell
Off the Grid, Anderson-Staley, Keliy
On Approach, Daniel Milnor
On Borrowed Time, Henrik Malmstrom
On the Edge of Somewhere, Steve Giovinco
One to Nothing, Irina Rozovsky
Ordinary Hours, Nathan Lunstrum
Origins, Lung S Liu
Owen Fitter Photography, Owen Fitter
Palmwine & The Grass Cutter, Nick Neubeck
Pause, to Begin Catalogue, with many contributing photographers
Peoples Park, Kurt Tong
Photobook, Steve Hill

Photodebut- A Case Study, with many contributing photographers

Photographing Places II, Steve Mayes

Photographs, David Schoerner

Photographs on the Brain Issue #1, with many contributing photographers

Pluto, Mariko Ogawa

Portfolios, Sara Lando

Pose, Andrea Stultiens

Pretty Twisted, Catherine Day

PriceLess, Malou Paul

Privilege, Jessica Craig-Martin

PROOF!, Nancy Soshinsky

PUBLICATION ‘Inspiration’ Issue #1, with many contributing photographers

Re:Current, Sonja Thomsen

Riverside Story, Gion

Rooms, works from 2009-2010, Andreas Schoening

Rural Studio Bonus Album, Cynthia Connolly

Sacred Waters, Thomas Brandenburg, Jean Marc Giboux

Sadkids Number 4: The Southern Fried Edition, Geoffrey Ellis

Sadkids Number 5: The Gonerfest Edition, Geoffrey Ellis

Seduction, Pat Hill

See You Soon, Maxwell Anderson
self-portrait, Filipe Bianchi

Self Published Be Happy, Summer 2010, with many contributing photographers

Seneca Ghost, Danielle Mericle

She Lives Here, Ben Golik

Signs of Dysfunction, Kirk Carter

Signs...Say..., Grace V Holmes

Simple Matters, Yuta Nakajima

Sleepwalk, Zheng Yaohua

SMALL VIEW, gu fan

Smash ‘Em Crash ‘Em, Dan Nelken

Smoke Bath, with many contributing photographers

SNL Bumpers, Karen Kuehn

Some Fox Trails in Virginia, Susan Worsham

Specimina Commercii, Ivar Brynjolfsson

Srebrenica, Daniel Palmisano and Alessandro Ciccarelli

Star Quality, Ofer Wolberger

Steve Moors Photography, Steve Moors

Stil Licht, Ananda Serne

Suburbia Mexicana, Alejandro Cartagena

Suginami, James Luckett

Superficial Snapshots Zine 3, Allison V. Smith

Svart Metall, Grant Willing
Taciturn Heart, Marcelo Gomes

Tell mum everything is ok- issue 2- “outsiders”, with many contributing photographers

Tell mum everything is ok- issue 3- “A Postmodern World”, with many contributing photographers

Ten Tenets or What I've learned from Chickens, Chihuahuas, and Chimpanzees. Steve Grubman

Testament, Peter Riesett

The Average Man, Jose Luis Cuevas

The Dad Project (first edit), Briony Campbell

the deer hunters, Stewart Simon

the F word, Angela Marklew

The Globe, Chester Alamo & Costello

The Hawthorn Tree A Mothers War, Kay May

The Heritage of Humanity, Gideon Barnett

The Last Days of W, Alec Soth

The Life of an American Factory, Chris and Phil Buehler

The Lightness of Being, Alinka Echeverria

The Lost Symmetry, Thibaut Petillon and Art Haegenbarth

The Perfect Place to Die, Toby De Silvia

The Photograph Commands Indifference, Nicholas Muellner

THE SALTON SEA, Clay Lipsky

The Sea Vol. I, gu fan

The Strangeness of This Idea, Kate Steciw
The Well Ain’t Dry, Cody Chandler

Then and Now: Stories from the Commons, Powerhouse Museum

These Photographs Will Heal Your Soul, RJ Shaughnessy

Thrills & Chills, Isa Leshko

Thirtyfour Parking Lots, Hermann Zschiegner

Thuis, Andrea Stultiens

To See Here, Kerim Aytac

Traverse!, David Schulz

Try to be more positive, Matt Austin

Two Months’ Salary, Lee Gainer

Vague Vagaries, Mike Fleming

Vanishing City, David McMillan

Vedove/ Widows, Takashi Homma

View From This Side, Mark Dyball

Walker Evans Sherrie Levine, Hermann Zschiegner

Wake, Matt Austin

Waterfall: Everyone has Their Own Rooms, with many contributing photographers

Watershed: A Survey of the French Broad River Basin, Jeff Rich

we between loss and hope, Luca Piras

Weather Watch, Andreas Cross

Welcome Home, Ori Jauch

WELD, Todd M. Walker
Wigstock, Mish Chiporukha

Wild Places-Balim Valley, Ossie Emery

When the World is the Size of a Ship, Tuuli Truponent

Where is My Vote, Ramin Talaic

Woman with a Camera (35mm), Anne Collier

Work 1~Mondi, Igor Emmerich

Workplaces of Real Men and Some Altars, Ivar Brynjolfsson